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Return To Judicial Restraint,
Judge Wallace Tells Stu(lents
by Valerie Richardson

return to a policy of restraint by
the American judiciary was advocated by Judge J. Clifford
Wallace September 25 in a lecture
on the jurisprudence of judicial
restraint at the National Law
Center.
"Judicial restraint is based upon values
of liberty and democracy that are widely
shared among our American citizens,"
Wallace said to a crowded room of students, faculty and.a contingency of distinguished Capitol Hill guests. Wallace said
that in fact judicial restraint is dictated by
the Constitution;
Comparing the federal balance of power
to a complex game of chess, Wallace said
that unfortunately, the Constitution does
not determine the limits of permissible activity with quite the clarity or completeness
as a rulebook for the game of chess.
Wallace's visit to the NationatLaw Center was a product of the school's enrichment .program directed by Associate Dean
Teresa Schwartz. The program earlier this
fall sponsored a visit by Secretary or- the
Treasury
Donald Regan, and Dean
Schwartz is currently scheduling talks by
other noted scholars in a variety of lawrelated fields.
(Please turn to page 4)

A

Mark
Warnquist, a first-year student
who was shot by two would-be robbers during a Section 14 class party in Southwest
Washington, is recovering well and will
return to school this semester, according to
classmates ..
Warnquist, 21, had been attending a party at the home of a classmate when he steppedoutside forsome fresh air. While standing only a few feet from the house, the two
assailants approached him from behind and
demanded his money; Warnquist allegedly
told them he had none. In full view of at
least one student, one of the two men pulled
out a sawed-off shotgun and fired a single
shot into Warnquist's abdomen. The assailants fled, and have not been caught.
Police arrived within minutes, and WarnQuist was rushed by ambulance to the
Washington Hospital Trauma Center,
• where he underwent surgery. Doctors
report little or no major damage, and say
that he is recovering remarkably well. He
was released from the hospital on October
2, and went to his home in Pottstown, Pa.,
to recuperate. He will return to school parttime later this semester. He will resume
'studies on a full-time basis next semester .•
Judge Clifford Wallace: Advocates restraint

What Really Goes On During Interviews?
But surely, I thought to myself, there
must be another side to this awful and
trauma-ridden experience. With that in
mind, I went out in pursuit of The Lighter
Side of Interviews.'
by Janet Bartelmay

Three-Piece
suits, ankles blistered from
too-stiff new shoes, mad envelope-stuffing,
lectures disrupted by late arrivals and early
exits. These are sure signs that interview_ time has hit George Washington, the time
when firms from around the country flock
to the National Law Center to recruit new
fledglings for summer and post-graduation
employment.
As I sat back and watched the season un"Told, I must admit to feeling bewildered
about the intense drama that surrounds the
process-the self deprecation that follows
not being granted an interview, the humiliation of being so nervous as to be unable to
answer the simplest of questions posed by
the interviewer, utter despair after spilling
coffee on one's shirt five minutes before the
all-important meeting was to begin.

• One second year student related the exploits of his latest interview. The meeting
was progressing smoothly, and the student
had just finished expounding his fervent desire to spend the summer working for the
interviewer's firm in Los Angeles. Noticing
that the student had attended Emory University, the interviewer curiously asked him
why he did not wish to practice in Atlanta.
This question prompted a rapid-fire listing
of reasons where the student described his
dislike for the absence of a central downtown area and the lack of cultural events in
the city. "Sir," said the interviewer, "you
have just described Los Angeles."

It must be noted at the onset that many
students are reluctant to laugh about interviews. The importance of landing lucrative
employment in a tight job market leaves lit~
tie to joke about for most students. Yet
after much prodding, most interviewees
could be coaxed into admitting that the
lighter side of interviews did exist.
Many giggled, about blunders they made
and the yawns and feigned interest they encountered. One student laughed about his
• Another second-year student laughed
dismay in walking into his first interview about a recent interview at which the interonly to find the interviewer fast asleep in his _ viewer amiably chatted with the student
chair.
about family life. Upon learning that the
student had abrother, the attorney inquired
as to what the brother did for a living. Not
• Several students mentioned a particular
interviewer who seemingly munched a, knowing how to explain that his brother
McDonald's hamburger throughout the was involved in the law, but from a view
from behind bars,' the student hedged.
day. "He must have really been bored with
me," moaned one of the students. "With
"Well, it's rather an embarrassment ... "
the others, he occasionally took bites from
"Say no more," interrupted the interviewer
his sandwich. While with me, he finished hastily, "I know just what you mean. My
sister is a juggler."
the whole, thing!"

The
tone of many int:rviews is set from
the very first "hello," and one student related a unique experience in this area. The
student, arrivirig early for his interview at a
downtown law firm, quickly headed for the
restroom where he busied himself with the
last-minute preparations of hair-combing
and tie-straightening. Another occupant
eyed him curiously and soon began to smile
knowingly. "I bet you're here to see Mr.
Donovan," the man predicted. "Yes,"
mumbled the student absently, intent on his
reflection in the mirror. The man continued
to stare attentively at the student; the realization suddenly struck the student. "I guess
that you're Mr. Donovan," he clumsily
muttered. The man laughingly assented. "It
certainly broke the ice," the student was
later heard to say.
No doubt such stories abound. Unfortunately, the Placement Office has just
posted the list of the latest rounds of interviews. Students have quickly gone home to
iron shirts, pick up suits from the cleaners,
and polish shoes. The tension has returned;
hopefully it will abate so that we will again
be able to reflect upon the lighter side of
interviews .•
,

!
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Abe Fortas To Be
Luncheon Speaker
u.s.

/

Former
Supreme Court Justice "
Abe Fortas will address the National Law
Center at a luncheon to be held at the University Club on Wednesday-Dctober
28th.
The event, sponsored by the Jewish Law
Students Association, is part of its continuing speaker series. The luncheon is open to
all law students and faculty. Tickets are
$8.50, to cover the cost of the luncheon.
Justice Fortas came to Washington dur-

DI
\

ing the New Deal to work at the SECfor his .' 'I
former
professor
and mentor
William'
O'Douglas. He went on to become Undersecretary of the Interior in 1942. In 1946 he
helped to found the law firm- of Arnold,
Fortas and Porter. A close friend, confidante and' adviser to President
Lyndon
Johnson,
Fortas took his seat on 'the
Supreme Court in 1965. He resigned from "the Court in 1969.
Tickets for this event are limited. For
tickets or further information,
call Roger
Stavis at 3~8-7519 .•

POLAND: Freedom
in the Face of Crisis

Library Notes:

Research Workshpps Set
by Brian Dixon

The
brown
They
Room
The
rently

-Library will sponsor a
bag research workshops
will be held in the North
(4th floor) at 1:00 p.m.
following topics and dates
scheduled:

October 14: International
search, with Ms. Pat Greer,
brarian, International
Trade
sion.
October
15: Bankruptcy
search, with Jeffrey Sherman,

series of
this fall.
Seminar
are cur-

Trade ReLaw LiCommisLaw
Esq.

Re-

October 28: Medical Research For
Lawyers, with the Himelfarb
Library
staff.
October 29: NLRB Research,
with
Victoria Hingman, Esq., of the Office
of General Counsel, NLRB.
November 3: Environmental
Law Research, with Robert Steinwurtzel, Esq.,
Brown & Roady, Washington,
D.C.
November 4: Basic Federal TaX Research, Part I.
November 5: Basic Federal Tax Research, Part II, with Arthur Mindling,
Esq., formerly of the Office of General
Counsel, Internal Revenue Service.
November II: Immigration
Law Research Techniques, with Ronald Chirlin,
Esq., and Richard Boswell, Esq., National Law Center .•

Student' Information Center
To Hold Wine' Reception
by Kimberly Bloodworth
and Linda Corbelli

"

./

The
Student I~formation
Center will
host a wine and cheese party on Thursday,
October 15th in Bacon Lounge at 4:30 p.m,
All National Law Center students are encouraged to come and get acquainted with
the Center and its counselors.
The Center was started last year by third
year students who saw a need for better
communication
at the law school and tried
to fill it with a student-organized
and administered peer counseling and referral service. Authorized
by the administration
'under the wing of the Student Bar Association, the Center found a home down in the
basement of Stockton Hall, across the hall
from the coffee lounge. This year's counselors have received. special training in
counseling and interpersonal
comrnunica-

Professor Merrifield

tion skills, and are eager to help students.
They will answer almost any question about
the mechanics of the day-to-day operation
of theIaw school (the who, what, where,
when and how much kind of questions). If
they don't know the answer, they can save
you time and trouble by making a few wellplaced calls to the proper people.
lf it's a problem of a personal nature,
they are willing to help by either listening or
by offering advice and suggestions. Everything done by the Center is confidential.
In
addition, this year the Center has been delegated the duty of compiling a student handbook specially geared to serve the needs of
the law school community.
Students interested in developing skills in
peer counseling or interpersonal communi~ations, practicing interview skills, or helptog to foster a sense of community at the
law school, are urged to visit the Student
Information
Center
in Stockton
Hall,
Room B-04 .•

bor to the East, Professor Merrifield said.
The Soviets have made no secret of their
by David Danner
displeasure
with the independent
trade
union in Poland, and have let it be known
that military intervention is not out of the
question if the Poles become too independent.
The
price of cigarettes has doubled.
He ' recalled meeting a teacher from
The price of bread has tripled. Meat is
Krakow on an airplane. The woman comscarce. Supermarket lines are trenemdously
long. The nation is almost bankrupt. And plained that she was disturbed by the presthe Soviets have been flexing their, military ent economic situation, but added "If we
go too far, we risk a repeat of Hungary and
muscle only a few miles away.
Czechoslovakia."
[The Soviet Union invadStill, says Professor Leroy S. Merrifield,
the Polish people feel "a strong sense of ed those countries in 1956 and 1968, respecfreedom. There is an exhiliration at being tively, 'to quell rebellions against those
countries pro-Soviet governments.] Profesable to express this freedom."
sor Merrifield
said that it is generally
Professor'Merrifield
made these observaacknowledged that Poland will have to retions after returning from a three-and-amain in COMICON and the Warsaw Pact.
half day visit to Warsaw, where he attended
the International
Labor Law Conference
sponsored by the Institute of State and Law
of the Academy of Sciences of Poland. The
event attracted legal scholars from all parts
t is imperative that the Communist govof the world; Professor Merrifield was one ernrnent and the Solidarity trade union
of five Americans invited.
resolve their differences and avoid further
The Conference agenda centered around
labor strikes, Professor Merrifield said. "I
the presentation
of three scholarly papers
think that the most interesting part in terms
by Polish professors
on such issues as of labor law development is the question of
"Methodological
Problems of Labor Law' worker self-management.
There is a chance
Research" and "Fundamental
Principles of that they will come up with something quite
Labor Law." But Professor Merrifield also innovative."
visited factories,
toured Warsaw streets, . He cited as a possible model the Yugoand talked with Polish workers and factory
slavian worker self-management
system,
supervisors.
•
which decentralizes planning to a large deIt was from these activities that he ob- gree and involves workers in decisionserved that "(the independent trade union]
making.
Solidarity is more than just a labor union.
Whatever models are followed, he said,
By agreement with the Polish government it "It is necessary that the economic problems
does not call itself a political party. But in be alleviated soon to avoid economic colreality,
it is a" deep
seated
social, lapse. That is going to require assistance
movement."
,
from both the East and West."
He noted that in an auto factory he
He noted that American bank representavisited, official Communist union membertives recently met with Polish represent aship comprised only 20 percent of the work
tives in Zurich to discuss arrangements for
force, while 80 percent aligned themselves ' postponement
of the Polish debt. One poswith Solidarity. In the nation as a whole,
sibility is that Poland might join the Intersome 10 million workers belong to Soli- national Monetary Fund, and that the IMF
darity, while only 5 million belong to the would have the leverage to undertake proofficial government
unions.
"It is em- grams of austerity in that country.
barrassing
to the government,"
he said.
If it seems strange that the Poles should
"The people are really fed up."
feel such a strong sense of freedom as they
walk a tightrope over threats of economic
collapse and a Russian invasion, perhaps it
can be better understood with the words of
a folk song which Professor Merrifield
'
while the Poles fight for more heard at a concert in Warsaw:
political rights from the government,
they
"If you keep beating a horse but don't
generally recognize the need to do so in a feed it, after a while it quits working."
The
metaphor;
is, ...,
obvious, .. II
way. that does not offend .their giant neigh, ~
-,
.-
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Regan's Reaganomics
by David Braus

Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan
scathed regulations currently restraining
financial institutions in the United States in
the 2nd annual Manuel F. Cohen Memorial
Lectureship delivered Friday, September 18
in the Marvin Center Ballroom.
Speaking to a friendly audience of students, professors and alumni, Regan
blamed the sad shape of many current
financial institutions such as Thrift Institu- •
tions on the outdated and overbearing regulations instituted fifty years ago when the
Great Depression forced the virtual collapse
of the financial lending market in America.
Regan stated that the steady evolution of
financial institutions has drastically altered
the operation and pressures borne by the
money market.
This evolution
has
presented new demands on the institutions
and ". . . those demands are insistent,"
said Regan. "They will be met and this Administration prefers that they be met in the
most efficient manner-by financial institutions that are free to compete for the consumer's business."
The crux of Regan's speech was that massive regulations upon these financial institutions were circumventing any possible
means to compete and the overall marketplace was correspondingly suffering. Regan
then delved into specifics.
The Depository Institutions Deregulation
Committee is currently in the process of
excluding thrift institutions from interest
rate ceilings. Regan cited one study that
showed consumer losses attributable to
interest rate ceilings between 1968and 1979,
at $42 billion. The ceilings have served to
totally emasculate one powerful avenue
that the institutions could use to compete,
and Regan implied that actions like the
DIDC's will become much more prevalent.
The Secretary of the Treasury went on to .
say that "the Administration believes that
all depository institutions-commercial
banks, savings and loan associations,
mutual savings banks, credit unionsshould be free to compete for the financial
consumer's dollar."

"TODA Y, A FOREIGN BANK CAN CROSS THE
ATLANTIC OR PACIFIC FAR MORE READILY
THAN A MARYLAND BANK CAN CROSS THE
POTOMAC."

Among those factors that prevent the en- ."the fact that those restraints were originaltry of competition in the marketplace, or at ly intended to prevent undue economic conleast, restrain it, Regan cited the current tax centration makes the relationship between
codes that promote specialization on the' intent and effect ironic in the classical sense
part of thrift institutions, and more em- of that term."
phatically, focused attention on the geographical barriers to banking which he
termed "absurd." Speaking on geographical barriers, the Secretary observed that
egan noted that large bank holding

R

companies, are the only American entities
that can circumvent these geographical barriers. "Today, a foreign bank can cross the
Atlantic or the Pacific far more readily than
a Maryland bank can cross the Potomac. If
it is not already doing business here, that
foreign bank can simply acquire an existing
bank in Virginia-something a bank based
in Maryland cannot do. I suggest that this is
ludicrous," he said..
Technological advance in financial institutions was the next subject examined in
which Regan showed similar restrictions as
those applied to "brick and mortar" facilities. Technology, he said, if unrestrained, is
one of the best ways to benefit the small
consumer by fostering competition.
"To put it simply, regulation of the
financial services industry must be modernized. And in many respects that means
liberalized. That liberalization must go
beyond deregulating the liabilities and
assets of depository institutions. It must include a diversification of services, and a
gradual lowering of the geographical barriers," he said.
Regan listed several acts of Congress he
felt are deserving of attack, including the
.McFadden Act (erecting geographical barriers), and the Glass-Steagall Act (restricting commercial banks from underwriting
and dealing in securities).
.This latter act, Regan contended, though
separating banking and dealing with securities de jure, has allowed a convergence of
the two activities de facto. He noted that
banks have the ability to give corporate
financial advice, including the drawing of
financing plans. "The Glass-Steagall Act is
merely deadweight regulations," he argued.
Regan proclaimed that "the Administration's commitment to deregulation embraces the financial services industry every
bit as much as the rest of the economy.
And, as that commitment finds its gradual
expression in legislation, we will be guided
by one major principle: the best interest of
the consumer of financial services." And
on the freedom to compete, he said, "To
speak bluntly, that is the freedom to make a
buck. But in a real sense it is also the freedom to adapt and to survive, to create and
to contribute to the vigor of this society."

•

Should Blacks Be Republicans?
THERE IS LITTLE IN ELITISM THAT IS INCONSISTENT
WITH WHAT BLACKS ARE BROUGHT UP TO BELIEVE

by Arlyn Charles

Whether
Blacks should become
members of the Republican Party has been
hotly debated within the Black Community.
Recently members of the Black American
Law Student Association (BALSA) were
given the opportunity to discuss the question at a roundtable discussion with Elgin
Watkins, a black and a member of the Republican Party.
Watkins is the press secretary for Progress, Inc., an enterprise which hopes to

foster greater participation by minorities in
the American free enterprise system. He
has, he says, no desire to be known as a
Black Republican, but rather as a "Black
who belonged to the Republican Party." In
any event, he says there should be no more
rhetoric or welfare, and that "It is time for
a plan."
Watkins acknowledged that there has
been progress in the area of human rights
for Blacks, but not in the area of economic
advancement. The Golden Rule, as it has
come to be known today, states that "he
who has the gold, rules." He translates that
as saying that Blacks must become more active in the economic arena. During the past
four years, he-notes, the system supposedly

worked for Blacks; in many economic
areas, however, Blacks were shortchanged
because they had no political clout.
"Today, as we participate in the political
process, we must be involved in the political
fabric and to do so it is necessary to be in
the Republican Party."
The consequence of not doing so, he
says, is that Blacks would have to live with
results towards which they had little or no
input. "Conservative thinking is here for
quite a long season. It is impossible to be a
thinking person and not be a conservative
as well."
One student asked Watkins if he knew of
any poor Black Republicans. Watkins said
he did not, but predicted that will change.
"There is little in elitism that is inconsistent
with what Blacks are brought up to believe.
Parents emphasize success. Everyone is
responsible for his or her own development
and should not depend on any organizations." He noted that in 1980 many Blacks
participated actively in electing Ronald
Reagan tothe presidency.

Watkins told the students that he was not
trying to convince anyone !o join the Republican Party, but rather to "become
more involved and participate. To make decisions for ourselves we must become part
of the process; to reach our goals, we must
become involved."
His own organization, Progress, Inc., has
been involved by successfully lobbying for
administration support of Black colleges
and universities. Such lobbying might not
have been successful without his clout as a
Republican, he implies. Later, his company
sued the government to save the Small Business Administration from extinction. His
group is expected to present a development
plan for Blacks to the Black Congressional
Caucus at their upcoming Caucus weekend.
"If a solution comes it is because we do
something about it," he said.
"In the final analysis, Blacks should not
depend on either of the two major parties
but on themselves." There is no answer, he
said, only an approach and some direction.

•
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cally conservative and liberal members of the
judiciary and, according to Wallace, should
be practiced by both.
During the 1940's and 1950's Supreme
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter was first laudedby liberals for his restraint in refusing to intervene in crucial economic measures of the
times. Years later, his stance of restraint was
politically more pleasing to conservatives
when the issues dealt with concerned civil
liberties.
Judge Wallace echoes Justice Frankfurter
in his belief that "if judges act like legislators,
they should be elected like legislators." This,
Wallace said, would be counter-productive
for the judiciary.
Wallace believes that judicial activism
makes the judiciary a "moving target" for the
other branches, the public and "thepress. Judicial restraint, he said, tends to protect the independence of the judiciary by keeping
elected officials from coming to a quick conclusion that the activities of certain judges
should be closely monitored.

Judge Wallace
•
t Continued from (Ja~e

J)

" The setting of Wallace's visit was particularly timely, as the nation's eyes were focused on the American judiciary for an historic
event-s-the swearing-in of the Supreme
Court's first woman justice, Sandra
O'Connor.
"Anative Californian, Wallace served two
years as a U.S. District Court judge before
his appointment in 1972 to the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. A 1955
graduate of the School of Law of the University of California at Berkeley, he served
as a member of the Board of Editors of the
University of California Law Review. He
has taught at Brigham Young University
and the University of San Diego Schools of
Law.r
Judge Wallace is currently under special
assignment from, the Chief Justice of the
United States to prepare a study and make
appropriate recommendations on the future
of the judiciary.
Law Center Dean Jerome Barron commented that it was "very fitting that Judge
Wallace should choose a law school setting
to make these significant observations" on
some of those findings.
JudgeWallace said he believes the judiciary has taken too active a role in making it
their duty to "correct unwise decisions" by'
the electorate, in trying to protect them
from their own mistakes. This, in effect,
Wallace contends, erodes the democratic
process.
"I believe that democracy is, in fact, intrinsically and fundamentally valuable, and
for that reason judges, mindful of the Constitution, must be extremely cautious in taking decisions away from elected representatives and officials," Wallace said.

A

exposure to the basic needs of the society,"
Wallace said.
Wallace stated that it is not appropriate
for a judge to act on the belief that he
knows better than the legislature on a question of policy because he can never be certain that he is right-even in cases when it
turns out that he was right. Because of this,
"Certainly legislatures, with their commithe said, judicial humility outweighs the
tees, staffs, and deliberative processes, are doubtful benefit of judicial activism.
institutionally better equipped to investiJudge Wallace's political conservatism
gate the consequences of policy decisions
has not gone unnoticed by the Reagan adthan are the courts.
. ministration, and his name has been men"I do not believe that one gains added
tioned frequently as a likely candidate for a
wisdom or a keener perception of social " seat on the Supreme Court in the event of a
value merely by becoming a judge. Indeed
vacancy during this administration.
because a judge is removed from the politiA policy of judicial restraint, said Wallace,
cal process while a legislator is constantly is not necessarily tied to any narrow sectarian
immersed in it, the legislator has the closer political view. It has been practiced by politi-

T

he problem with this, said Wallace, is trying to identify what is
truly a limitation on liberty. "Can
it be said that judges are, as a
group, better at making judgments of social policy than are
legislators?"
Wallace asked.

allace admits that the courts must
an individual's constitutional rights against infringement,
is imposed by the legally elected
~
representatives of the majority. 'In
this respect, Wallace said, the
Constitution is not entirely democratic,
- since it places limits on what the majority
may do.
"The Constitution imposes external
limits, for example, -the Bill of Rights, and
the internal devices of indirect voting and
representation," Wallace noted.
On the other hand, Wallace said, the
division of authority among the three branches of government was also designed to
protect individual rights. The more the
separateness and equality of each branch of
government is maintained, the less likely
anyone branch will act to undermine those
constitutional protections.
Historically, Wallace noted, the framers
of the Constitution intended a special role
by the judiciary in the protection of rights.
Based on a distrust of the other branches,
and fired by a fear fresh in their minds of
the oppressive potential of a king, the
founders throught the judiciary to be the
least dangerous, explaining why there were
few restraints placed on the judicial branch.
At controversy now is the power the judiciary has gained over the past tWQhundred
years and the extent to which the judicial
branch rnay intervene in the democratic
process 'and, in effect, make policy.
Judge Wallace acknowledged what he
perceived to be a universal agreement that
there are some laws that restrict individual
liberty in ways that are unwise, although
they may be constitutionally permissible.
Contrary to a policy of judicial restraint,
however, an activist would argue that in
many cases the judiciary should step in to
right the wrong, placing the value of indi·Y.iql.13;llliqCf~Y~\>o~~,
that pf p,el11qc!~cy'.,.:
_ fudge l:V.a/I;Jceand Associate DeaD Teresa Schwartz congratula'te iJiii-d-y.ca;. stli~e~t'M1,Y~ ;
'f.' ._~:'.'~/I!!>
r;...r;.....
>•.I"". #:':"'''''I''~~ ,;'"",<-,_.
'Hill, whO will beWaJJaCt~'s Jaw Clerk 'next
rotect

total prohibition of judicial review
of legislativelaws are not primary to
Judge Wallace's strict views on
judicial restraint. Only if there was a
substantive failure of the legislature
to foresee the results of the statute
applied with its intended meaning, would
there Be any room for judicial reinterpretation, Wallace said. "The latitutde for judicial
intervention is at most very small," he emphasized.
"Perhaps a judge can take some liberty
with the legislativeintent if two conditions are
met," Wallace said. "First, the result must be
'so untoward that there can be no doubt that
the legislaturewould have altered the statute if
they had foreseen the problem area.
"Second, there must be pressing considerationf of time that weigh strongly against the
normal course of waiting for the legislatureto
correct its own mistake."
Reaction to Judge Wallace's lecture was enthusiastic and sparked livelyconversation with
groups of students pressing the judge with
questions during the reception following the
talk.
Dean Schwartz said she was delighted with
the crowd of students and faculty present. She
commented that student interest is very high,
noting the fact that the lecture took place on a
warm, sunny Friday afternoon.
Third-year law student Mary Hill wasintroduced by Judge Wallace during his lecture.
Hill will be clerking for the judge for a year
upon her graduation next spring. She is the second George Washington law student to be
selected for a Ninth Circuit judicial clerkship.

year: . ," ..". . \ .. '.'" ,,-. .,'.,. , .. , ~

'.
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SBA Town Meeting Stirs Lively Debate
by Frank M. D'Amore

A

interest groups to the law center, and in the
continued
presentation
of alternative
careers.
Marvin Elster,
second-year 'night student, voiced the concerns of his evening
classmates by advocating the full integration of the night school into the placement
program. Placement Committee representatige Joe Hoffman
acknowledged
that
these suggestions would be considered and
discussed. Hoffman also' related that the
Placement Office will be open evenings until 8:30 p.m.to better accommodate
night
students, and that a more sustained.. effort
will be exerted toward getting first-year students oriented with the placement office at
an earlier stage in their stay.
The liveliest discussion centered around
the function of the SBA. Several third-year
students questioned the SBA's role in fund-

ing groups which undertake activities of a
political-and
usually liberal-nature,
and
charged
that the student
government's
menu of speakers was biased in favor of the
liberal political view.
'
Members of the SBA government
responded that they were not consciously pursuing a liberal orientation,
but were simply
attempting
to bring the most interesting,
and available,. speakers to the law center.
Fisher added that the SBA program, when
put together
with the administration's
Enrichment
Program, provides a political
balance.
.
No consensus was reached on the matter.
Executive Vice-President
Lenny Goldman announced
that at present the only
speaker scheduled is Federal Mediator Kenneth Moffett, who will speak at 12 noon,
October 28, in Stockton 101 .•

a

strong sense of student concern
was exhibited at the Student Bar Association's inaugural "Town Meeting" on September 22. The meeting was designed for
students to air their grievances and suggestions, an expectation that was realized in
full, as a spirited discussion concerning
issues such as placement and SBA philosophy resulted.
Students. recognized the improvements
which have occurred in the past year at the
Placement Office (such as the institution of
wild cards), but were ready to cite areas in
which further strides could be made. SBA
President Marjy Fisher urged that more emphasis should be placed on attracting public

Five
first-year students were el~cted by
their classmates to the Student Bar Association's Board of Representatives in balloting
October I. They will take their positions on
the Board at their first meeting October 1.
The students are Sandy Cohen, Section
11; Lisa Erickson, Section 12; Jan Majewski, Section 13; Steve 'Young, Section 14;
and Kenneth Woolcott, night section.
SBA President Marjy Fisher commented,
"I am delighted to have these students with
us. Their input and ideas will be very much
appreciated, and I hope they will encourage
their classmates to become involved in the
SBA as well." •

Committee for 80's
Appointed By Dean

The

formation of the "Committee
on
the Eighties," a student-faculty
committee
designed to evaluate the current law school
curriculum,
was announced
by Dean
Jerome Barron at the year's first faculty
meeting on September II. The five-person
committee will engage in long-term academic planning not routinely handled by
the existing Curriculum Committee.
According to Dean Barron, the idea for
the committee was prompted by "a sense in
the faculty that the curriculum could benefit from some overall scrutiny." The Committee on the Eighties will be particularly
concerned with the first year program, and
will consider expanding the Legal Research
and Writing course to include more emphasis on professional responsibility, history of
the profession, and legislative aspects of the
law. In addition, the committee is to examine ways to give students "a small classroom experience in the first year.
A second faculty committee to be formed
this fall is the Faculty Building Fund Committee. It will be responsible for mounting a
fund-raising campaign for the new building
program. Of the $8 million to be contributed to the University by the law school,
$2.5 million. has already
been raised
. through alumni pledges.
In connection with. the new building program, the faculty was treated to a slide
show illustrating the plans for the new classroom building, addition to the Burns library, and renovations to Stockton Hall.

Although encouraged by the careful planning evidenced by the final drawings for the
buildings, several members of the faculty
expressed their concern about the inconveniences that would, accompany
the construction.
Professor
Roger Schechterwas
particularly worried about noise fromthe
construction
site disrupting lectures, and
suggested that classes be moved to other
University buildings.
Dean Barron indicated that this would be unlikely. However,
he stressed that.the bulk of the construction
was planned for the summer months, and
that there were plans to hold summer session classes elsewhere. Nonetheless, he said,
"It's going to be tight, it's going to be difficult."
Finally, the faculty elected Professors
Dienes, Sirulnik, Solomon,
Weston, and
Zenoff to the Faculty Appointments
Committee, the only committee not picked by
the Dean. The Student Bar Association also
appoints three students to this committee,
which is charged with recommending a candidate to fill the one available opening for a
full-time faculty position. The committee
brings its recommendation
before the full
faculty,
with the student'
committee
members' votes counted separately.
In case of disagreement on the committee, the students cannot make their own
recommendation
to the full faculty, but the
Dean mitigated the importance of this issue
by stating that the recommendations
made
by the student and faculty members of the
committee
do not normally
conflict.
-M.B.B~
•

STUDENTS JOIN AFL·CIO SOLIDARITY MARCH ON MALL
ing feet later in the day after marching
down Constitution
Avenue, amidst much
singing and chanting. One student played
his guitar, and others joined in rousing
choruses of "This Land Is Your Land"and
traditional union songs.

----.

SEPTEMBER 19.1981 -----

than 50 George Washington
More
law students joined 250,000 others who
converged on Washington to take part in
the AFL-CIO
sponsored
Solidarity Day
September 1. The students carried banners
and sported buttons expressing support of
At times, however, the mood was remivarious social, labor, and environmental
niscent of the anti-war demonstrations
of a
programs and opposition to Reagan budget
decade ago, the last time that Washington
cuts.
witnessed a protest of such size. The soft
Many had risen inordinately
early that
choruses of "Blowin'
in the Wind" and
Saturday
morning
to attend
pre-rally
"Teach
Your Children"
indicated
that
brunches
and other
gatherings
before
those times were still fresh in the minds of
assembling at the Washington Monument
,manY,stl,ldc;nts in attendance .. ' .'.
",,'
at 1\odn: 'MatlY nirrsed'sore throats and' at:}'t.-', ; .• ~~\1t .spir,it,~: ~~r<; \Pflnicl}l~f,IY. NBh a~!~e
;;_

,

."

,',

.,

I

•

~

•

. .

•

~

marchers finished their walk and assembled
in front of the Capitol to hear speeches by
Lane Kirkland and other labor leaders. The
crowd cheered as the speakers challenged
them to overcome the obstacles' that have
been placed in the way of social, labor and
environmental
programs by the Reagan administration.
As the crowd dispersed,
students returned to their houses and apartments,
to
schoolbooks and assignments that demanded immediate attention. Yet those in attendance expressed their 'commitment that the
spirit and solidarity of the day would not be
forgotten or the challenges unmet. II '
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An Even-Handed SBA
, At a recent Student Bar Association' 'Town Meeting," a handful 'of students
took issue with the student government's age-old policy of funding student organizations whose activities may encompass political activism. These students
feel that their money-in
the form of SBA funds-is
being used to promote
political views contrary to their own.
If the SBA were indeed promoting one view over another, the students' convention might well have merit. But in fact the SBA's bases of funding student organizations has never been with the purpose of promoting one view over another.
SBA funds are not awarded on the basis of ideology; rather, they are awarded on
the bases of membership and need.
The SBA helps fund moot court competition, the Journal, BALSA, the International Law Society, and the Intellectual Property Association, as well as more
politically oriented groups with sizable membership. It cannot be disputed that
.the latter groups have been, for the most part, politically more liberal than conservative.
,
What is surprising is that George Washington does not have any conservative
law student organizations, If they existed, their members would find that the SBA
treated them just as fairly as it does any other entity.
As for leveling criticism at the SBA for not providing more conservative speak...ers, the answer is found by looking at the combined speakers' series of both the
SBA and Dean Teresa Schwartz' Enrichment Program. SBA President Marjy
Fisher and Dean Schwartz are in constant communication,
and between them the
speakers series have been balanced. That balance is necessary to creating
dialogue; both Fisher and Dean Schwartz know that.

A-------.
+--------

b~~~
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Oh dear. Nancy Reagan has come under such criticism for having purchased a
hundred place settings of china for the White House. It was not so much that she did
not need it, for heaven knows how badly scratched some of the White House china is
these days. The criticism probably stems more from the fact that she spent $1,000 per
place setting-$IOO,OOO-at
atime when her husband is calling for austerity in other
people's households.
Of course, the importance of fine china cannot be overstated. Without pleasant
place settings at White House state dinners, the Bokassas and Pinochets of the
world might go elsewhere for warplanes. The security of the entire Western
World might be at stake.
So Nancy, you're between a rock and a hard place. What's a home economist
to do?
If only you had checked out the Harlequin. ™ It comes in a variety of colors, is
dishwasher-safe, and is available at many major department stores. At only seven
dollars a place setting, it is quite a bargain. The savings-$99,300-could
have
been used for a number of worthy projects, such as gifts of quality paper chinette
to students in public schools. It would make their lunches just that much more
pleasant.
However, your husband says that the cost of the china should not be anyone's
concern, since the money came from a single anonymous donor. But your husband has hisfacts wrong again. What he meant to say was that the donations,
which were tax-deductible
and therefore partially financed by the parents of
many law students, were solicited from several corporate donors, a list of which
was released by' the White House. That list names many major oil companies
who, like us, realize the importance of fine china, especially during the month
before the president's signature is needed on an oil deregulation bill.
But the china has arrived, and we're delighted. It's so shiny we can see your
husband's face in it!
Tell him to go wash the egg off. •
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PROFESSOR
BANZHAF
RESPONDS
1 would like to offer a few comments on
the article which appeared about me in the
last issue of The Advocate.
I. First, contrary to the suggestion that I
continue to make the news "largely as a
result of the activities of [myJ class, Legal
Activism,"
most of the publicity which I
receive relates to my anti-smoking activities
as head of Action on Smoking and Health
(ASH). Recent examples include three television appearances,
including one on the
nationally-televised,
"Good
Morning
America";
countless
radio
interviews
including one on the "Voice of America"
(worldwide); and several newspaper articles
in everything from the New York Times
and Christian Science Monitor to the National Enquirer,
2. The restaurant discrimination
suit is
nO,t aimed at "bringing all the good restaurants down to the level of the shoddy
dresser." Indeed, it may even help to make
fancy restaurants even fancier by requiring
that women dressed in slacks also wear a
jacket as most women professionals
now
do; the student's legal action would not affect women wearing dresses or skirts. The
suit is aimed at establishments which believe
that they can lawfully adopt lesser stan,

.

dards, or give out special bonuses (e.g., free
admission, drinks, etc.) to women simply
on the basis of gender. The student's study
also uncovered instances where arbitrary
dress codes were used to discriminate on
other bases including racel '
3. 1 deeply regret that my colleague who
referred to the Legal Activism course as
"ambulance
chasing for credit" and "an
abuse of the legal process", did not have
sufficient confidence in his opinions to permit his name to be used. It also appears that
he is ignorant with -many recent decisions
holding that various public interest law activities-including
specifically client solicitation (ambulance
chasing)-are
constitutionally protected against bar rules reflecting antiquated
notions of the role of an
attorney, even though the topic was recently featured in a Note in our very own law
review. [In-Person
Solicitation by Public
Interest Law Firms: A Look at the A.B.A.
Code Provisions in Light of Primus and
. Ohralik, 49 G.W.U. L. Rev. 309 (1981).J If,
after reading the Note he is still of the same
mind and has the courage to come forward,
I would be happy to debate with him in a
public law school forum whether teaching
and encouraging students to use the law to
attack grievances which they and others
share is improper; or whether it is not even
more laudable than training future lawyers
to fight for whichever interests have enough
financial resources to pay the bill, regardless of their own personal feelings or ethical
beliefs.

I ..

Yours truly,
Prof. John F. Banzhaf 1/1
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More Drugs, Less Crime
by Gerald M. Caplan

THERE IS A TOUCH OF HYSTERIA IN OUR
APPROACH TO FIGHTING DRUG USAGE ..
ACTUALL V, MOST PEOPLE FUNCTION PRETIV
WELL ON DRUGS.

ing further. The reformers who would legalmeasured by arrests and seizures: there will
be more of both.
But there also will be more crime in the
streets. Large seizures of drugs entering the
country raise the price of drugs on the
streets of our cities above what the neediest,
most desperate addicts can afford. Those
who now steal to sustain their habits will
steal more.
Equally alarming, greater law enforcement further sets in place that intricate apparatus of corruption that has been developing for some time-not
only among
police officers but also among prosecutors,
judges and other public officials in positions to ease importation or to immunize
offenders
from prosecution.
In the next
decade, we will surely witness a slew of indictments of elected officials as we begin to
acknowledge the extent to which local government has fallen under the influence of:
drug importers.
What then is to be done? There is a third
alternative. It is similar to what we are now
doing, but it is different: it is less. We
should continue to target importers and
major traffickers, and should continue to
hassle peddlers and buyers on the streets.
We should also curb our overall effort by
about 20 percent and see what happens.
Drug usage may spread like a contagious'
disease, but it is also possible that the price
of narcotics will fall, and criminality will be
curtailed. Those who steal will steal less.
And the whole pattern of public corruption
that prolonged enforcement has produced
will begin to break up.
There will. of course, continue to be a substantial drug-related crime problem in the
nation, but it may be less serious in magnitude. •
'

The
recent firing of Peter Bensinger;
the head of the Drug Enforcement Administration for the last five and a half years,
suggests that yet another "war" on drugs is
about to begin. The drug addict is about to
ize marijuana
make us uneasy. It is one
trol, utilization of theFlll,
resumption of
be placed at the center of our seemingly inthing to smoke a joint, another to make the 'paraquat
spraying, perhaps even subsidies
tractable crime problem. The perspective is
right to do so a holy crusade.
to foreign nations for taking acreage out of
familiar, shared by many, and it strongly
Another approach is a law-enforcement
marijuana and opium production.
This apechoes the policy of the last Republican adcrackdown, marshaling all the resources of
proach will produce immediate success as
ministration.
Now it is being resurrected
the federal government,
here and abroad.
through
our methadone
clinics and tor
with vigor.
This is where the Reagan administration
marijuana users in the exercise of prosecuThe central idea is that there are a large
seems to be heading: improved border contorial discretion, there is no support for gonumber of drug users who commit crimes
to finance their habits.
•
As a descriptive matter, this is incontestably correct: there is such a thing as druginduced criminality, and it may be quite
widespread. As-a guide to policy, however,
such a view is equivocal: more methadone
programs may be of some value, but a
police crackdown surely will make things
worse.
Our drug problem is a peculiarly American phenomenon. It is a measure of both all'
inability to curb our appetites and a capacity to indulge them grandly.
Other nations behave differently. Drug
usage is either better integrated into the
lives of the people or, where it contradicts
the culture, inhibited by widespread support for severe sanctions.
In the United States it is different. Our
tough criminal laws are not a reliable guide
to the national mood. There is no national
mood. Our feelings are in combat. Drugs
that impart a feeling of well-being afford a
seemingly magical interlude from the desProfessor Caplan: It is th~ responsibility of government co propose solutions,
peration of daily life that many people feel.
Yet people are fearful .of drugs. Restrained,
temperate use may be beyond us.
Our fears are real enough, but they are
also hypocritical. The Scotch drinker and
the pot smoker condemn each other, and
both pity the heroin user. And those who
cannot get through the day without nicotine
, or caffeine do not recognize themselves as
- first cousins of these other abusers. As a nation, our interest in drugs is not academic.
Uppers or downers, pills or liquids, we are a
drug-prone people.That
the drug is illicit is
sarily mean that they cannot receive loans.
tion forms are not yet available. However,
a secondary consideration.
There is also a
by Jerome A. Barron
However, now the family income is going to
it is hoped the new forms will arrive by late
touch of hysteria in our approach to fightbe subjected to a standardized needs analyOctober or early November. The ultimate
ing drug usage. The specter of-the crazed,
sis.
point,however,
is that the "cut-off" figure
maniacal addict on a rampage lurks in most
'The Department
of Education
(a rose
should not be though of as rigid and prediscussions of drug abuse. Actually, most
whose end has been announced but whose
cluding students from making application.
people function pretty well on drugs.
case is only mildly terminal since it will
As students get into the swing of
All applications are going to be considered
A recent Harvard Medical School study
probably bloom forth soon under another
the current academic year, a matter to
on an individual basis.
suggests the same. It disclosed no difference
worry about is the problem of financing I name) has issued a guaranteed student loan
in achievement levels among college seniors
family contribution
schedule. This effusion
legal education.
As all of you know, the'
who were users and those who were not.
recently appeared in the Federal Register
Federally Guaranteed
Student Loan ProThey were indistinguishable
when it carne
for September II. Like all such matters, it
gram has undergone some very considerable
to grades, athletics and career plans. It is
is, of course, subject to change. The schedlegislative changes. The most publicized
likely that most were law-abiding.
ule says that the issuance of loans will be deone is, of course, a "cut-off"
of eligibility
Another matter that is very much
Of course, many users are not. They jeopendent upon factors such as the number of
for federally subsidized student loans if the
worth mentioning are some of the changes
pardize the rest of us because they cannot
members in a student's family. If the gross
annual family gross income is greater than
afford their habits. What can we do about
family income is $35,000, for example, and
$30,000.
(Please turn to page J I)
them? Most of us who have had a chance to
there are four members in the family, the
The point that I want to emphasize, howdo something are now resigned; we see no
family would be expected to contribute
ever, is that the $30,000 cut-off may not
solution.
As Chief Justice Warren
E.
$3700.00 to the student. Under these fignecessarily be a cut-off at all. The Director
Burger recently said about the drug probures, a law student might still be eligible for
of Student
Financial
Assistance.Mrs.
lem (in an address otherwise characterized
a $5000.00 loan.
Audrey Free, and her assistant, Mrs. Nancy
.by bold anti-crime prescriptions),
"I am
LaMotta, attended a meeting aponsored by
Furthermore,
the
Office
of Postnot wise enough to venture a solution."
the D.C.HELP,
the instrumentality
secondary Education of the U.S. DepartNor are any of us, but venture we must. It is
through which many of our student loans
ment
of Education
announced
on
the responsibility of government to propose
are processed. The purpose of the meeting
September 9th that the so-called "Plus Prosolutions.
was to inform university financial aid offigram" has been changed to permit two
cers about the workings of the new proceadditional
classes of borrowers to obtain
dure concerning student eligibility for fedloans. Independent undergraduate
students
erally subsidized loans. Playing Front-page
and graduate and professional students are
Farrell, I interviewed Mrs. Free about the
how able to borrow under the Plus ProWhat
are government's
options?
new financial aid picture.
gram. Graduate
or professional
students
Legalization or decriminalization
should be
may borrow up to $3000.00 per year under
ruled out. Although we have something apQ. (Barron) Should a student now in law
this program. Interest on all Plus loans disproaching legalization for heroin addicts
school whose family gross income is more
bursed after October I will be 14 percent
than $30,000 consider herself out of the .per year.
ballpark as far as student federally financed
What I am trying to do here" friends, is
Gerald M. Caplan is a Professor of Law at
student loans are concerned?
light a candle. Federally Guaranteed
StuGeorge Washington University. This article
A. (Free) The fact that students are rnemdent loans may stili be available to law stuoriginally appeared in The Washington
" bers of families having a gross annual indents on a significant basis.' A.difficulty,
Post.
Dean Barron: Mr. Dooley was wrong
come in excess of $30,000 does not neceshowever, is that many of the new applica-

Matters of Bread and Butter

1.

2.
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COVER LETTERS AND RESUMES
Now that Job-hunting season Is here again, we are the place to go for professionally typed cover letters and resumes. We will automatically type
your personalized letters and print your matching resumes using our preselected list of top law firms In Washington, D.C., New York, or the U.S.
• 100 matching 1 or2-page resumes and 1-page letters-S119.00.
• Personalized letters only-"100 forS59.50.
• We will use your own list of prospective emp~oyers,at an additional
charge.
_
• High-quality paper available at slight addlt,onal charge.

-

CHARLES E. SIMON & COMPANY
•A Better Letter Shop'
1725 K Street, N.W., SUite 602
near the Farragut Metro Stops
857-0500

COUNSELING CENTER PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT SERIES BEGINS

The

George Washington University
Counseling Center is now conducting signups for the Personal Development Series
groups and workshops to begin during the
next few weeks.
.
. According to Counseling Center coordinator T. Thorne Wiggers, the series is
designed to teach participating students
skills which will "help them feel better
about themselves, communicate more
effectively with others, and meet their academic goals successfully." The groups are
open to any interested student, since their
focus is developmental, in contrast to the
therapy groups regularly offered at the
Center. •
Among the group programs offered this
semester are: "Unblocking-Get Your Dissertation Going" (October 13-November
10); "Want to Stop Smoking?" (October
13-November 17); "Reducing Stress" (Oc- tober 12-0ctober 16); "The Fine Art of
Coupling" (October ,15-November 19);
"For Singles Only: Developing New Relationships" (October 15-November 19);
"Flights of Fantasy" (November 17); and
"Study Skills for Taking Finals" (December l-Decernber 15). The Personal Development Series Fall Catalog lists the times and
places that the groups will meet.'
Most of the groups are free with one or
two requiring a small materials fee. While
priority is given to full- and part-time students, staff, faculty, and alumni may register on a space available basis. Since space in
some groups is limited, it is recommended
that students register early at the Counseling Center, 718 21st Street, 676-6550 between 9 a.m, and 5 p.m .•

ACT NOW AND SAVE MONEY
ON THE BEST~BAR REVIEW
COURSES IN'TOWN!
A $50 deposit by November 15 guarantees ..
a $5000 discount on the Winter or Summer 1982
00

D.C.,' Maryland, or Virginia courses;
. .
00
a $100 discount on New Jersey, New York,or
Pennsylvania courses.

CONTACT YOUR REPS"OR
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Annual Delayed
Until October

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
"

Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids

Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, lega~ines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz~ etc.
The
law school yearbook Past Recollections Recorded, originally scheduled for
publication in August, has been delayed un- ,
til October because of production problems
with the book's California publisher, according to editor Carlos Del Vaile.
The SBA office has received numerous
complaints from students who had purchased but not received the book. Del Valle
says, however, that "All the proofs have
been examined and the book is scheduled to
be printed during the month of October.
Both the publisher and the staff apologize
for the delay." •

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS

Faculty Wins
V-Ball Tourney

10,278 on file -

all subjects

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.

Ina

" We also provide research - all fields.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

dramatic final game: Section 14 defeated Section 12 in the Third Annual First
Year Volleyball Tournament, only to be defeated in turn by a special law school faculty team which has beaten the winning section for three straight years. Sections 11 and
13 played valiantly, as did a special Law
Review/SBA team and a special all-women
team which challenged-s-and almost beatan all-men team on the last day of play.
A good time was had by all, and a record
amount of beer was consumed. •

RESEARCH

ASSISTANCE

11322 Idaho Ave., #206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

"WE'VE'
GOT A DATE

NO\T.19th':
'That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever:'

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
American Cancer Society

PAD Inducts
38-New
Members

t

EVERY AVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS- COIFS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS - NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES - AMERiCAN LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS
EMANUELS - HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIESAND MORE

Thirty-eight
new members were inducted into the National Law Center Jay
Chapter of the legal fraternity Phi Alpha
Delta at ceremonies at Georgetown University on September 26. The new initiates
bring the total member of the Jay Chapter
to 60. According ,to member Michael Shirley, 20 more candidates are expected to be
inducted during the next few weeks.
In a special ceremony following the initiation ceremonies, Dr. Mark Cannon, Administrative Assistant to Chief Justice Warren Burger, was honorarily inducted into the
Jay Chapter. Cannon is the first non-lawyer
to be admitted to the American Bar Association.
The chapter will hold a general meeting
on October 13 at 5 p.m., in a room to be announced. Programs for the coming year will
be announced, an activities calendar will be
distributed, lind members will have the
opportunity to join specific committees ••

DISCOU~T PRICES AND
COMPLETE SELECTION
AT ...
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO •
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FIRST MONDAY
IN OCTO.BER
by Andrew J. Robinson

I

f you see First Monday In October-and
you probably should-you will see one of
the better motion picture acting performances of the past few.years. I am speaking
of Walter Matthau, not Jill Clayburgh.
As Justice Ruth Loomis, the first woman
appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court,
Clayburgh will subject you to nice legs,
baby blues, the obligatory shower scene and
a rather lightweight performance. You can
imagine Clayburgh as many things; you
may""even imagine her sitting across the
room admiring your lawyerly good looks.
But it is quite difficult to imagine so much
cuteness on the Supreme" Court, Justice
. Brennan notwithstanding.
Matthau, on the other hand, is superb.
As Justice Dan Snow, he rails unabashedly
against all that is conservative with a delightful mixture of sarcasm and ferocity. He
fits the character perfectly, and constantly
provides an ebullient contrast "to the
movie's other characters.
The" film's dialogue, as well, is excellent
-of the quality usually found on stage .•
When Matthau's law clerk looks with
amazement as his boss plucks the proper
brief from the scrap-pile of papers covering
his desk and says, "What to you may seem
like a mess is to me a wilderness of free
association."
The film generally follows the personal
conflicts between the ultra-liberal Justice

AMy Warhol's "Marilyn" is among the treats at the National Museum exhibit "The
Print in the United States," through January..
'

Greek Village

1712 Connecticut Avenue N.W., 232-4768

alone. We also tried the saganaki flambe, a
baked cheese and egg dish that comes to the
table flaming. While it looked very good
the taste was disappointing, the cheese panDo
not let the unassuming storefront
cake being a little heavy and tough.
of Greek Village turn you away from an
We also chose the soup ot the day, avgoenjoyable, reasonably priced meal. With lernono, egg and lemon soup with a chicken
most entrees priced between $4.25 and base. It was filled with pieces of chicken,
$5.25, the diner can order a main dish alone carrots and rice and was very hearty. The
or even add an appetizer and dessert and lemon undertaste was good and tangy,
though somewhat subtle. I would have prestill stay within a budget.
This month's companion and I chose a ferred a more distinct flavor.
The choice of entrees is quite adequate,
wide variety of dishes so that we could experienrethe full range of the ethnic cuisines including meat as well as vegetable and
that Greek Village has to offer. Our first cheese dishes. Selections can be made from
appetizer was tzatziki, a salad made with" traditional Greek dishes or from the broiler
cucumbers, yogurt and garlic, which was and the grill. The emphasis is on lamb, and
excellent. The garlic flavor is strong and ap- the more interesting looking dishes use this
pealing and a must for all those who like meat as their main ingredient. We chose the
lamb giouvetsi, baked lamb with orzo, a
this spice in their food. The dolmadakia,
grape leaves stuffed with lamb and rice, is Greek liqucr. The meat was served on the
served cold and was one of the better bone with a light red sauce and was tender
stuffed grape leaves I have eaten. The leaves and delicious. The dish came with minestre
were salty to the point of being tasty, not pasta which was different and tasty. Our seoverly briny as is often the case, and the . cond entree was spanakopita, spinach and
mixture of the lamb with the rice was a plea- feta cheese pie cooked in filo pastry. The
sant change from the usual fare of rice blending of the cheese and spinach seemed
by Fred Becker

Andrew J, Robinson is afree-lance reviewer
specializing in motion pictures about the
federal judiciary.

just right, so that the pie was neither too
bland nor too salty. What was most distinct
was the use of mint which left a refreshing
'taste in my mouth. The spanakopita was
served with rice and vegetables and would
be an excellent light meal by itself.
The dessert selection is limited, but if
their baklava is always as good as the night
I went they do not need anything else. The
nut-filled filo pastry soaked with honey was
among the best I have ever had. The pastry
was not dry and swee t·"asis often 'the case,
but was rich and satisfying, a very complimentary end to the meal.

The
service was very good which, of
course, added to the enjoyment of the meal.
The waiter was friendly and helpful in describing the ingredients of the various
dishes and was always available when needed, though never in the way.
Dress is casual-an
important factor
when one is looking to relax at the' end of a
busy day. Credit cards are accepted and
parking is available next door .•

"TRY TO IMAGINE
TRUE GRIT WITH
80 DEREK INSTE'HAD Of

KA TH ERIN E H EP8 URN. "

Snow and the ultra-conservative Justice
Loomis, and these two characters are at
their best when they exchange verbal barbs.
Unfortunately, their mare serious arguments, centering on First Amendment
rights, suffer from Clayburgh's inability to
match or complement Matthau's wellcrafted character. Try to imagine True Grit
with Bo Derek instead of Katherine Hepburn.

The
plot loses s'ome of its credibility
when Clayburgh, concerned about her
former law firm's dealings with a corporate
defendant in a possible suit before her
court, sets out to uncover suspicious evidence concerning the corporation's president. It is difficult to imagine Justice Rehnquist out pounding the street trying to dig
up information to justify the Court's refusal to grant certiorari. But then, who
knows what Rehnquist does in his spare
time? Perhaps in his off-hours he and
Burger patrol the streets of the city like
Starskyand
Hutch, violating Fourth
Amendment rights and conducting strip
searches of young innocents, trying to
determine if the youth of America are actualfy Lochners in other clothing. But I
digress.
The movie contains a number of pleasant
touches. There are, for instance, many fine
views of Washington in the wintertime, and
James Stephens, who played Hart in the
television series Paper Chase, co-stars as
Matthau's new law clerk.
Some have suggested that the timing of
the movie is a bit suspicious. Apparently
the movie was in the making long before
Justice Stewart decided to vacate his seat on
the Court. However, upon the nomination
of Justice O'Connor, the release date of the
movie was moved up from Christmas of
this year.
Overall, the movie is light-hearted and
enjoyable, and worth a visit to the K-B Fine
Arts, 19th and M Streets, N.W. Lemon
drops from the concession are a particularly
apt. and
•
.... pleasant complement:
.
.. .
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Dean
Barron

to interview with firms they are particularly
interested in. This new procedure takes
away from the law firms the ability to total- ly control the selection of the students
whom they will interview.
Q. What do you mean by "wild card"?
You will find that if your relation-forging
A. Each student gets three "wild cards"
by David Braus
friend has a reasonable account, with reathat they can place in law firm envelopes.
sonable activity, that the broker will (continued from page 7)
"Wild cards" provide a basis for students
honestly be happy to suck commissions off
to be interviewed by firms they might not
that
have
occurred
in
our
Office
of
Career
Fiduciary Relation: A rare type of rela- of your account also; especially after you
otherwise be allowed to see. If there is a
tionship where screwing is prohibited.
inform him that you are a lawyer-to-be. If Counseling and Placement and are now beparticularly heavy demand for anyone firm
ing implemented by the Director of Placelawyers are frustrated doctors, then brokers
as indicated by the file cards, a lottery is
ment, Lynn Hiner, and Assistant Director
are frustrated lawyers. A broker, particuused to select the wild card participants for
of Placement, Ginny Cornell. Many of
larly a young one, will often be ecstatic to
that firm.
.
these changes have just been made this
wesorne brokers do exist. The prob- ' help nurture the small account of a future
Q.
What
is
the
second
new change?
lem is that awesome accounts also exist. Partner at Huges, Hubbard and Reed (they semester, according to Associate Dean
A. We have limited the number of
Teresa
Schwartz,
.Chairman
of
the
Place. Awesome accounts ($1 million plus) tend to don't realize that 300 of us sent our resumes
resumes that students can submit to Washment Relations Committee, whom I interattract awesome brokers. Nevertheless, you to the Dade County Prosecutor's office).
ington law firms.
viewed
in
my
capacity
as
investigative
restill need a broker to manipulate your $200
When you find a good broker, it is very
Q. Is that good?
awesome-to-be account, unless you can af- easy to keep them for life and this should be porter. The thrust of the new procedures is
A. Yes. The purpose is to spread the opdesigned
to
enlarge
opportunities
for
stuford a seat on the Exchange, in which case your central goal. Eventually, it is a good
portunity by our students to interview with
dents to participate in our on-campus interyou have no need to read this puny collec- idea to get several brokers at. different
Washington law firms. We discovered last
viewing
program
..
Two
new
procedures
to
tion of advice.
,
brokerage houses so that you may be privy
year through use of a survey that a few stuOne noted financial advisor observed to the private research that each firm does. achieve this objective have been developed.
dents were receiving an extraordinary numMy
hard-hitting
questions
now
begin:
that there are two ways to make money on However, you would be stretching your
ber of interviews. The "wild card" system
Q. (Barron) What are the two new proceWall Street: (I) be very lucky or (2) be a luck if you attempted to dice your $200
now spreads the wealth.iso to speak. Studures?
broker. He happened to be both. But the twelve ways.
dents now select the firms they wish to
A. (Schwartz) The use of the' 'wild card"
point is that the broker makes his living by
interview more carefully.
which gives students a greater opportunity
parasitically sucking money from your acNow, more students receive a chance for
count in the form of commissions. I always
interviews with Washington law firms. As a
found it very demeariing to have to beg an
brief word on discount brokerage
result of these developments, we have had
arrogant little broker to please accept my houses: not good unless you (a) have a
to open up the Bacon Hall lounge to meet
cash. However, it must be done. Several 'real' broker, also (b) have a line to the
the demands.
methods exist:
.
Dow Jones Service (c) are a hard-core
These are not the only new developments
Method One: Call up a tiny, informal,
gambler. With discount brokerage houses
in the Placement Office. A new handbook,
family-brokerage house, like Merri! Lynch, you don't really establish a fiduciary rela"Career Planning & Placement" was preand tell them you need a broker. A typical tionship. Normally you don't have your
pared by Assistant Director Ginny Cornell.
conversation: '
"own" broker, and these guys will gladly
Furthermore, a program series on legal
You: Hello. I am-a law student at an in- allow you to sap up shares of a company
careers in Washington, New York, and
credibly well-known law school in D.C. and that announced five minutes earlier that
other cities has been developed as was an
I wish to start an account.
they were filing under Chapter II bankAlternative Careers Program which was
Them: How much money do you wish to ruptcy. It should be stated, however, that if
also developed by the Placement Office. All
invest?
you .do know exactly what you're doing,
of these programs have been extremely well
You: Oh, approximately $200.
you can save up to 75 percent in commisreceived and well attended.
Them: (aside) Hey Sam, when you're
sions with this type of firm. These savings
done with that waste can, can you come to are generally made commensurate with the
thephone?
size of the transaction of which $200 would
Or, Them: (aside) Hey Sam; do you know
be piddling, at best.
Most of this column has been
if John's autistic son is in the office today?
Real Reason to get a Broker: Cocktail
concerned with matters of bread and butThis should be considered a last resort parties. What an action stopper: "Well, my
ter. But we dassn't live by bread alone. A
method.
broker's Harvey Allowishis Griedle and he
heartening sight along these lines is the enMethod Two: Find anyone who has a says. " ."
.
thusiastic reception by the students to our
broker with whom they are completely
Tips: Even though there's going to be a.
enrichment program this year. The student
satisfied and attempt to have them forge a relatively lengthy period of consolidation of
audiences for Secretary Regan and Judge
relationship between you and their broker.
the market (under 900), I would watch:
Wallace were extremely large and enthusiasThis is the best method. My current broker,
United Technologies on the NYX
tic. Finley Peter Dunne's Mr. Dooley used
"Crazy Freddy," was a friend's Student
Scientific Atlanta on the NYX
to say: "You can lade people to water but
Fellow in college and is by far the .best
Powell Industries on OTC
you can't make them think." I think he was
broker I've ever had.
(this is long term) •
wrong .•

Finding A Broker

A

A

3•

The Power of Public Opinion
by Jon Silberman

So
you've just smashed~eadlOng into
an utterly assinine law school policy, the
stupidity of which you can't believe. Or
perhaps you've witnessed an act of callous
condescension on the part of a professor
which shocks even your own law schoolhardened sensibilities.
All right then, Mr. Righteous Indignation, now just what are you going to do
about it?
Why not bitch about is for a couple of
minutes? Yes, that'll make you feel so
much better. But don't actually go so far as
to do anything about it. No, not you.
You're not going to waste any of your
precious time. You're far too busy for that.
And after all, you're graduating in May, so
really, why bother?
I'll tell you why you should bother. Because you may be tired and you may be
occupied, but you're not selfish. I believe
that perhaps you could be. convinced, to
assume your obligationto those \\rho follow

in our footsteps to leave the National Law
Center a better place than it was when we
found it.
Be positive. The optimistic aspect of the
pessimist is that she always sees room for
improvement.
Okay, so you're convinced. You've finally transcended your self-centered parochialism and are ready to begin your pro bono
practice right here in your very own backyard. In fact, you're probably sitting there
right now thinking to yourself, "Hey, I can
be a social activist too!" And of course you
can! Here's how ...

Let's

assume you've already determined just what it is you want to change around
here. The problem then becomes, "How do
I go about actually changing it?"
There is no stock answer to this complex
question. Some people work well within the
"system. ", If you're one of those folks for
whom dealing with "committees"
and
utilizing "administrative processes" comes
naturally, then by all means,go with the
f).ow.: And 'congratulations! Chances are
,
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you'll make a good lawyer.
But "administrative processes" lag and
"committees" get bogged down in buffalo
chips. And we're busy men and women
with temporal constraints which are exacerbated by the fact that we've a transcient
group of people. Let's face it. Three years.
One thousand
and ninety-five days.
Twenty-six thousand, two hundred and
eighty hours. Any way you slice the salami,
our time at George Washington is very
limited.
What is boils down to is this: we students
need some sort of forum where we can express our discontent quickly and effectively
with a minimum of red tape. Th.e "ultimate," of course, would be to actually have
, fun at the same time. Could this be possible?
Brothers and Sisters! Listen to me. It
already is! We have in Law Revue IV and
The Advocate two student-run public
forums which give us access to a weapon of
social change the magnitude of which I do
not believe any of us really fully appreciates-that of Public Opinion!
II} Law Revue IV and in The Advocate,
we students 'air pur grievances' in the terms
I,".'
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of our own choosing! That's right, we control the horizontal and the vertical! We set
the parameters of the debate according to
what we perceive the problems of our law
school community to be.
The Stage and The Press. These powerful
instruments of social change have shaped
regimes and toppled governments. We can
use them to help make our law school a better place to get a legal education.

Remember,
the faculty and the
administration all read' The Advocate
because, in the end analysis, they're really
curious about what we're up to. And they
all attend Law Revue because they know
that for two measly dollars it's the best
damn show in town!
,
One last word to the skeptics. No "com-.
mittee" was responsible for Professor
Starrs having his first year teaching assignments revoked after all those years of inaction. The Advocate and Public Opinion did
that. And although the.Placement Committee does deserve .credit for helping reform
the Placement Office, one just can't help
but believe that the Public Ridicule to
which Lynn Hiner and Crew were subjected
in the aftermath of Law Revue III had an
impact too.
All right, People! Get ready, get set, get
involved! II·· .....
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12
LEXIS training seminar, 3d floor Burns
Library, 8 p.m.
- GW COUNSELING SEMINAR on reducing
stress, Strong Hall Piano Lounge 1 p.m.
SUCCOTH
SERVICES,
Hillel, 2129 F
Street, 6:30 p.m.

JULIUS - CAESAR
(you remember this
Shakespeare play from high school) is performed at the Folger Theatre through De·
cember 6. (546·4000)
.
PANEL on "Legal Ethics in Civil Law
Practice" with Wallace Timmeny and Marvin
Pickholz presented by the N.L.C. at 4:00
p.m. in Room 101 Stockton.

13

22

COLUMBUS

DA

Y. No, we don't have

schooloff.

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIA TlON MEETING,

open to all students, Stockton 101,8 p.m.
NORTH DALLAS
LIFE at the Circle.

40 and THE SPORTING

.

G.W.U. HAS AN ORCHESTRAl?
George
Steiner directs one In L1sner Auditorium at
8:30 p.m. (Free)
.
MILLEN
SEMI·ANNUAL
GERMAN·
JEWISH DIALOG, with German students.

1:30 p.m. in Room 410 Marvin Center. Call
338·4747 to sign up.

14
INTERNATIONAL

TRADE

WORKSHOP,

North Seminar Room, 4th flor Burns Library,
1 p.m.

MOTOWN

NIGHT-The

9:30

Club.

HITCHCOCK -NIGHT-The
Circle-The
39 Steps and The Lady Vanishes ..

"THE IMPORTANCE
OF FOOD OR . ~.
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO CURRY?" With

Craig Clalrborne (New York Times), Gael
Greene (New York Magazine) and Calvin
Trlliln (The Nation). Natlonat Town Meeting,
10:30 a.m., Kennedy Center Eisenhower
Theatre. (Free)
WINE

AND

CHEESE

GET

TOGETHER,

sponsored by the National Law Center's
Student Information Center (S.I.C.). Patio of
Stockton, Bacon Lounge If Its too cold.
Come and learn about the S.I.C., meet peopie and Relax. 4:30·5:30 p.m.
"EXAMS WITHOUT
ING TEST ANXIETY"

PANIC:

OUTSMART·

First meeting of a
group organized by the G.W.U. Counseling
Center, 3:00·4:30 p.m. Call 676·6550 for lnformation.
MUSIC AND BEER on the back Patio, 3:00
- p.m.
BANKRUPTCY
LA W RESEARCH WORK·
SHOP, North Seminar room, Burns Library,

1:00 p.rn.
JOHN SIMPSON
speaks on Entertain- ment Law, noon, Bacon Lounge.
LA W ASSOCIATION
FOR WOMEN Will
meet at 8:00 p.m. in B-02.

of Shakespeare's

23
(638·2008)

15

Peter Webster is .Marcus Antonius in the Folger Theatre Production
Julius Caesar, through December 6.

24
PAUL NEWMAN FANS-G.W.U.
Program
Board shows Cool Hand Luke and Slap Shot

at the Marvin Center.

25
SEE SOME FALL COLOR· and a moonshine demonstration-Catoctin
Mountain
Park, Thurmont, Md. (301) 633·9339.11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

26

CLASSIFIED

Directory
Admissions & Records
Advocate
Alumni Relations
BALSA
'
Community Legal Clinic
Dean of Students
Financial Aid
Journal of International Law
Law Review
Library Reference Desk
La Raza
Placement Office
SBAOffice
Student Information Center

676-6260
676-7325
676-6420
·676-7560
676·7463
676-6592
676-59g2
~676-7164
676-6835
676-6648
676-7561
676-7340
676-7150
676·7165

HAS YOUR CAR BEEN TOWED? Legal activism students investigating D.C. towing
practices wish to speak to people who have
had their car towed In non-rush hour sltuations with no outstanding tickets. Gall

483-3533. -

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROGER! Love from a
secret admirer.

ON THE WATERFRONT
shows at American University's Mark Wechsler Theater (in
the Mary Graydon Center) at 8:10 p.m.
CYNTHIA HILL, Staff Attorney with theLeague of Women Voters will speak on the
Voting Rights Act, Bacon Lounge.

27
MUDDY

WATERS

sings at The Bayou

(333·28917.

16
KLUTE'

AND

TAXI

DRIVER

at

the

Biograph or
ROCK AND ROLL HIGH SCHOOL

at the

Marvin Center.

17
SONGS OF DUKE ELLINGTON
are sung
by Shirley Horn right around the corner at
the Corcoran Gallery as part of its "Great
American Songwriters" series. At 2:00 and
5:00 p.m. Call 638·3211 (ext. 67) for tickets.
ARMS AND
THE MAN at the George
Washington University Theatre in the Marvin Center.

18
ONE OF THE ATTRACTIONS
OF CLEVELAND comes to D.C.-its orchestra. At the

Kennedy Center, Loren Maazel conducting,
today and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL-Really! Noon and 3:00 p.m. at the National
Museum of American Art, 8th and G Sts.,
N.W.

SECOND

KINGDOMS
by Edward Sheehan pits
Napoleon Bonaparte v. Pope Pius VII.
. Guess who wins. Through November 29 at
the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower Theater.
KEN MOFFAT, of the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, will speak in
Bacon Lounge at noon.
THE CHIEF

CITY'S

humor comes to the

Bayou. (333-2897)

20
GEORGE
BERNARD
SHA W'S 125TH
BIRTHDA Y - for the occasion Donal Donal-

Iy, Broadway and British stage actor, will
perform "My Astonishing Self" at 8:00 p.m.
in the Coolidge Auditorium of the Library of
Congress. Call 287·5394 for tickets.
PROFESSOR
ROGER SCHECTER
dtscusses "Making Partner: Are Law Firms
Free to Discriminate" as part of the Faculty
Speaker Series. 8:00 p.m. Bacon Lounge.

RABBI

OF GREAT

BRITAIN,

Immanuel Jakobavits, will speak on "Israel
and the Diaspara; Evolving Relationships,"
at 8:00 p.m., Room 402, Marvin Center.

By subscribing to The Advocate" you can relive
your most -painful moments in .law school- Grade
disparity, placement, stress, civil procedure.
.That's right. Only $15 a year can bring back the
migrane headaches, the acid stomach, that
-queasy feeling before exams.

29
"WORLD
POPULA TlON AND HUMAN
VALUES" with Dr. Jonas Salk (Polio) and Dr.

Mahbub UI Haq (World Bank). The National
Town Meeting,
10:30 a.rn.,
Kennedy
Center's Eisenhower Theater (Free).
N.L.R.B.
RESEARCH
WORKSHOP,
N.
Seminar Room, Library, 1:00 p.m.
G. W.U. SENATE meets at 8:00 p.rn. in
Room 426 Marvin Center.
PAPA JOHN CREACH-in
The Rat, Fifth
Floor Marvin Center at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

30
MARY LYNN

19

For three years you whined and complained.
Now you miss it, right?

28

KOTZ speaks on "Jews by

Choice" at 7:30 p.m. Services and dinner
($4.00, call 338·4747 for reservations). Precede at 6:30 p.m., at Hillel.

31
HALLOWEEN
THE URBAN

VERBS, good D.C. new
wavishlold Talking Headish band, at the
9:30 Club (638-200~).

You'll get The Advocate delivered to your home
or office every month during the school year.
You'll get news articles, interviews, book
reviews, notices of upcoming events, and much,
much more.
Subscribe today. For the good times,
_.The Advocate
Bacon Hall B-02
George Washington University
Washington, DC 20052

o Gee, I'd

almost forgotten what it was like. Please send me The Advocate every month. Enclosed is a check or money order for $)5 made
payable to The Advocate.

Name

~

____=__

_

Address
Any group, office or individual desiring to
place an activity on November's Calendar •
should submit the date, place, time and content of the activity (marked "Attention
Calendar") to the Advocate Office, Bacon
B-02, by Monday, October 26.

-City

_
State__

~_Zip,---

